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BEK CONSULTING, LLC
Having the right resources and staff leads to
sustained growth for this Dickinson contractor

L

Lonnie Kern was working for his brother’s
homebuilding company in 2013 when he
formed an idea.

Lonnie Kern,
Vice President

“I was digging foundations and doing
residential sewer and water hookups,” recalled
BEK Consulting, LLC Vice President Lonnie
Kern. “My background was in municipal
work, and I wanted to get back to that. I saw
some opportunity in that area.”
Kern took the idea to his brother, Brian,
who provided financial backing and became
the president of the new company. Five years
later, BEK has grown from three employees
and $1 million in business to 32 employees and
$20 million.

Mark Lardy,
General Manager

“We’ve had some good growth, but early on
it was tough,” Kern added. “We were asking
people to take a leap of faith since we were a
startup. Even those I had relationships with
were gun shy at first, but once they saw that
we were for real and not going anywhere, we
built some momentum.”

BEK Consulting supplemented its extensive fleet of Komatsu equipment by renting
a PC650LC-11 excavator. Here, it’s used with one of the company’s D61PX dozers on a
jobsite in Bismarck.

Another move that led to growth was the
addition of General Manager Mark Lardy in 2014.
“He’s a top gun,” stated Kern. “He handles
estimating and project management, and brings a
lot of insight to the table. When Mark joined us, it
opened a lot more doors. We had worked together
before – Mark was actually my supervisor – and I
knew I wanted him in the company. It was a move
that has paid off.”
Today, the company focuses its efforts in western
North Dakota in addition to Kansas and Montana.
“We handle anything from a basement dig to a
$10 million utility-installation project with road
repair,” detailed Kern. “We start and finish on
time. Roughly half of our work is pipe and utility
installations, and we also have the resources and
staff to handle a variety of other jobs.”

Moving parts
Large projects with several complicated
maneuvers are commonplace for BEK Consulting.
In 2017, it completed a $3.2 million reconstruction
job in Bismarck along University Avenue and
tripled the section’s capacity for handling
storm water.
“That area of the city has issues with flooding,
and this project was aimed at fixing it,” noted Lardy.
“We tore up the streets and removed the existing
24- and 48-inch concrete pipe. Along Bismarck
Expressway, we installed 1,100 feet of 8- by 4-foot
box culvert and created a catch basin. On 12th Street,
we replaced the 24-inch line with 1,350 feet of
45- by 73-inch arch storm pipe. Then, we put it all
back together and prepared the roads for paving.”
BEK Consulting served as the general contractor
for the six-week project. It handled all of the
underground aspects and subbed out the paving.
“It was a good-size project for us,” said Kern.
“This type of job is what makes us tick. We’ve built
our reputation by completing work like this.”
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This crew from BEK Consulting uses a Komatsu PC490LC excavator to build a water basin at the intersection of University and 6th Avenue in Bismarck.
“We love the Komatsu excavators for their fast cycle times and operator-friendly controls,” said Vice President Lonnie Kern.

Komatsu equipment

When it came time to build a fleet, Kern
turned to General Equipment & Supplies, Inc.,
and Sales Rep Aaron Brothen for Komatsu
equipment. It’s a decision he continues to make.

BEK rents and purchases equipment regularly
to keep its fleet stocked with fresh Komatsu
equipment, most notably, excavators.
“We love the Komatsu excavators for their
fast cycle times and operator-friendly controls,”
said Kern. “We like to keep new machines in our
fleet. We own three wheel loaders, two dozers,
five excavators and we rent a PC650LC-11. They
are awesome.”
Kern and BEK Consulting are also big fans of
Komatsu D61 dozers.
“Working in utilities, the operator’s vision
from the cab to the blade in the D61 is so
important,” detailed Kern. “With this dozer,
we can see everything. We don’t worry about
wiping out curb boxes or hydrants. Our
operators like the visibility, and the machines
handle very well.”
Kern counts on the crew at General
Equipment’s Bismarck branch for service as

s

“I’ve always liked Komatsu, and when I was
looking for equipment, General Equipment was
by far the most helpful,” recalled Kern. “I am
loyal to them for that. They have been in-tune
with our needs since day one, so I don’t need to
go anywhere else. General Equipment’s service
is over-the-top; they’ve been phenomenal.”

VIDEO

BEK Consulting Vice
President Lonnie
Kern turns to General
Equipment & Supplies
Sales Rep Aaron
Brothen for all of his
Komatsu equipment
and service needs.
“They have been
in-tune with our needs
since day one.”

well. “We don’t have any mechanics. General
Equipment coming out and servicing our new
equipment, through Komatsu CARE, for the first
2,000 hours or three years is a great asset for us.
Even after Komatsu CARE is up, I still have them
perform maintenance. I know it’s getting done,
and done right.”

Long future
With growth coming at a rapid pace during its
first five years of operation, BEK Consulting has
a bright future ahead. Kern says that continued
expansion is the objective, but it must be under
the right circumstances.
“We’ve been lucky to have success and growth
at a good rate early on,” noted Kern. “It has
been organic, and that’s the goal. We’ve never
grown to fit a number. We don’t want to get
bigger unless we can service it. I think there is a
lot of opportunity for us to evolve in a sustained
manner in the future, as long as we continue to
deliver quality results.” ■
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EAST & WEST EXCAVATING, LLC
Grand Forks company builds reputation
by bucking conventional wisdom

W
Jeff Jordheim,
Co-Owner

Chad Lee,
Co-Owner

An East & West Excavating
operator uses a Komatsu
intelligent Machine Control
D51PXi dozer to spread
material and grade at a
jobsite in Valley City.

When a trend delivers impressive results,
conventional wisdom says to invest heavily in it.
But, that’s exactly what Jeff Jordheim and Chad
Lee, co-owners of Grand Forks-based East &
West Excavating, LLC, avoided when launching
their business. As companies flocked to Williston
in droves to cash in on the oil boom, this duo
took a different approach.
“There were so many big jobs available at
the time, that no one wanted to do the smaller,
specialty work for the City of Williston,” recalled
Jordheim. “Chad and I saw an opportunity to get
into business and stay busy.”
East & West Excavating built its reputation
by tackling storm sewer and water line repairs,
valve vault installations as well as fire hydrant
replacements for the City of Williston. It was
an extension of the work that Jordheim and
Lee had done for their previous employer,
Molstad Excavating, before its owners talked
about retiring.
“No one was interested in those repair jobs,”
noted Jordheim. “We were, though. We had a
relationship with the city through our time with
Molstad, and we went all in with them.”

s

VIDEO

In the six years since East & West Excavating
formed, it has completed utility and
site-development jobs across North Dakota and
grown to 10 staff members, who are the lifeblood
of the company.
“We’re loyal to our employees,” said Jordheim.
“We like to make sure that they get enough hours
in the day and week, so they aren’t living paycheck
to paycheck. Chad and I were in their position;
we know what it’s like. We want to be the best in
the business, and you need good employees to
do that.”

Bigger projects, smarter equipment
After making its start with specialty work, East &
West Excavating graduated to larger projects. One
of those was for Williston’s landfill. In order to help
the facility handle the significant uptick in material
it was receiving, East & West Excavating built a
road, scale house and shop at the site.
To complete the work, the company rented a
Komatsu intelligent Machine Control D61PXi dozer
from General Equipment & Supplies, Inc. and Sales
Rep Wayne Slinger. The results were immediate.
“We couldn’t have done it without the D61PXi,”
reported Jordheim. “We finished two weeks early,
used less equipment and manpower and saved the
city a significant amount in fill material. We liked
the dozer so much, we bought it after that job.”
The machine, along with the company’s
D51PXi dozer that it later purchased, have also
come in handy with site-development work
for apartment complexes and cleanouts of
water-treatment ponds.
“We show up at a site and get to work without
using any stakes,” said Lee. “We start from scratch,
put the plans into the computers and start moving
dirt. With apartment projects, we get everything
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VIDEO
A Komatsu PC490LC
excavator and an HM300
articulated truck move
material at the site of
a 36-unit apartment
complex project.

graded and ready to go vertical, and for pond
treatment we set the GPS to clean the ponds by
removing exactly the amount necessary.”

General Equipment connection
Before Jordheim and Lee were driving
intelligent Machine Control dozers, they hopped
in a minivan to find an equipment dealer who
would help them put together a fleet.
“Everyone looked at us like we were two
crazy guys in a van, and no one wanted to talk
to us except General Equipment,” remembered
Jordheim. “They embraced us and went out of
their way to get us some Komatsu equipment to
start with. We’ve been loyal to them ever since.”
Eventually they retired the minivan in favor of
pick-up trucks, but the Komatsus from General
Equipment & Supplies have remained. In
addition to the dozers, East & West’s Excavating
fleet includes two WA320 wheel loaders, an
HM300 articulated truck and four excavators – a
PC138, PC220LC, PC400LC and PC490LC.
“Komatsu makes a great machine, and the
things we value the most are the fuel efficiency
and dependability,” stated Jordheim. “We
hardly have to stop to refuel during the day. We
see significant savings just from that. That helps
us compete against larger companies.”
When it comes to excavators, Jordheim says
the Komatsus are unbeatable.
“They are so much faster and smoother than
any competitor,” he said. “We set up a demo
with a Komatsu and another brand. Three
operators used each machine for a day while
digging a trench. On average, the Komatsu

(L-R) General Equipment &
Supplies Sales Rep Wayne
Slinger has formed a
solid relationship with
East & West Excavating
Co-Owners Chad Lee and
Jeff Jordheim during the
last six years.

excavator completed 20 more feet per hour. It
was impressive.
“We also love the design of the counterweight,”
he continued. “The excavators are situated in a
way that we have full bucket-load capabilities
in all 360-degrees of rotation. No matter which
way we face or how deep we dig, we can reach
maximum capacity. We love it.”

Future growth
As the company prepares to celebrate its sixth
anniversary, Jordheim and Lee still have an eye to
the future.
“Ideally, we’d like to have five divisions and up
to 100 employees in 10 years,” shared Jordheim.
“I think it’s more realistic that we could have
two divisions and as many as 20 employees, but
that depends on the type of people we can hire.
We are on the road 230 days a year throughout
the state, so we need people who love to work. If
we can find them and continue to produce good
results for what they get, then growth is definitely
an option for us.” ■
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CONSTRUCTION OUTLOOK

FORECAST 2018
Industry experts predict further growth in most 		
construction industry sectors

T

Ten years ago, the construction industry
faced a major crisis. The nation’s worst
economic period since the Great Depression
had pulled it down. New starts were relatively
small, firms were closing at a rapid pace and
many of those that were hanging on were
forced to slash staff in an effort to stay afloat.
A decade later, the landscape looks quite
different. The end of 2017 saw construction
employment at its highest level since
November 2008, totaling nearly 7 million
jobs. The Associated General Contractors of
America’s Chief Economist Ken Simonson
noted that the year-over-year growth
rate in industry jobs of 2.7 percent from
November 2016 to November 2017 was
nearly twice the rise in total nonfarm payroll
employment. He also pointed out that
factors such as a lack of skilled workers
and tight profit margins prevented an even
higher number.

There is apparent consensus that construction
as a whole will increase this year. Simonson
expects growth of 2 to 7 percent overall.
ConstructConnect forecasts a 4.8 percent
increase to $773.1 billion. The American
Institute of Architects (AIA) Consensus
Construction Forecast panel predicts
3.5 to 4 percent growth, and Dodge Data &
Analytics sees a 3 percent climb to $765 billion.
“For 2018, there are several positive factors
which suggest that the construction expansion
has further room to proceed,” said Robert
Murray, Chief Economist for Dodge Data &
Analytics. “The U.S. economy is anticipated to

Continued . . .

Public works spending, including highways and bridges, is expected to increase after falling
last year. The American Road & Transportation Builders Association believes air terminals;
public transit; Class 1 railroads; and private driveway, street and parking lot construction
associated with residential and commercial developments will also be up in 2018.

“Employment and pay in the construction
industry have risen more rapidly throughout
the past year than in the economy overall,
as the supply of unemployed, experienced
workers continues to shrink,” said Simonson.
“With low overall unemployment,
contractors are likely to have increasing
trouble filling many types of hourly craft and
salaried openings.”
While there is a lack of skilled workers,
there are seemingly plenty of upcoming
project opportunities in 2018. Construction
finished 2017 on a positive note with nearly
every sector showing strong growth. Industry
groups and individuals largely see more of the
same for 2018, especially if Congress passes
proposed infrastructure legislation that has
been under discussion for nearly two years.
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Housing is bright spot
. . . continued

demonstrate moderate job growth. Long-term
interest rates may see some upward movement
but not substantially. Overall, the year is likely
to show some construction sectors register
gains, while other project types settle back.”

Single-family housing
leads the way

All economists and organizations point
to single-family housing as a bright spot in
the construction industry. Dodge Data &
Analytics says it will rise 9 percent in dollars,
corresponding to a 7 percent increase in units
to 850,000. Dodge cites continued employment
growth for easing caution by potential
homebuyers as well as older millennials in
their 30s helping to lift demand.
That fits with ConstructConnect’s analysis,
which notes that residential construction
should remain strong in 2018, but is partially
contingent on whether millennials start
making the move from living in downtown
metropolitan areas to becoming homeowners.
“If millennials decide they want to have
single-family housing like their parents
and grandparents, it will help to drive

Construction industry organizations and individuals see single-family housing continuing
to gain momentum. Dodge Data & Analytics says housing starts will rise 9 percent in
dollars, corresponding to a 7 percent increase in units to 850,000.

residential starts,” said ConstructConnect
Chief Economist Alex Carrick. “We’ve had
10 years when housing starts were less than
the 1.4 million benchmark that represents
equilibrium. So, if housing really gets going, it’s
going to drive the economy for years to come.”
Much of the commercial and industrial
sectors were red hot last year, with most
up 6 to 10 percent. That growth trend
will continue, albeit at a slower pace.
Overall, those two categories accounted for
8.8 percent growth in 2017. AIA foresees a
4 percent uptick in 2018, with retail growth
leading the way at 4.6 percent, followed by
office space, hotels and industrial facilities.
The latter category was down nearly 7 percent
last year, but AIA predicts a 1.1 percent rise
this year.

Public spending rebound

Another area of agreement is public
spending, including transportation, which
fell 2.8 percent in 2017. Modest improvement
is expected, although it will vary from state
to state and region to region. That’s due in
part to several states passing referendums or
legislation to increase their gas taxes to pay for
infrastructure. The last surface transportation
bill (FAST Act, 2015) also calls for rising
federal funds for highways and bridges
in 2018.
The American Road & Transportation
Builders Association (ARTBA) believes air
terminals; public transit; Class 1 railroads;
and private driveway, street and parking lot
construction associated with residential and
commercial developments will be up this year.
“The fundamentals of this market are
positive,” said ARTBA Chief Economist
Dr. Alison Premo Black in a Rock Products
News article detailing the organization’s
outlook. “There are a lot of things going on
that could support growth in the coming year,
including the local and federal investment
part of it. It really depends on where you are
working. We are seeing much more variation in
the regional, state and even local or urban level.
There are states and areas that are showing
very strong, significant growth and potential
for growth throughout the next few years.” ■
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GUEST OPINION

PREVIEW PAYOFF
How virtually designing infrastructure jobs with 		
building information modeling saves taxpayer dollars

N

No longer the infrastructure envy of the world,
many of the United States’ roads, bridges and
tunnels are crumbling and in need of substantial
maintenance or replacement. Compounding
these challenges are the pressures of increased
urbanization and population growth, which will
place added stress on already strained systems.
So, while the Beltway banter continues about
addressing infrastructure funding, we can no
longer focus solely on the amount of spending,
but rather the manner by which those dollars are
spent. Secretary of Transportation Elaine Chao
captured the point perfectly in her confirmation
hearing last year when she said, “It’s also
important to recognize that the way we build
and deliver projects is as important as how much
we invest.”
Using building information modeling – BIM –
will allow the federal government to do far more
with taxpayer dollars by virtually building first
in order to validate the approach and costs.
But what is BIM? Simply stated, BIM
allows project teams across all disciplines –
designers, engineers, construction teams and
project sponsors/owners – to build in the
digital world before doing so in the physical
world. The benefits? Reduced risk, waste and
rework in construction, which typically lead to
cost overruns.

Perhaps the U.S. Department of Transportation
should take a page out of the U.K.’s playbook.
That nation implemented a technology policy
that all government-funded projects, including
infrastructure, are required to use BIM. Using
the BIM process, between 2009 and 2015, the
policy saved U.K. taxpayers 15 to 20 percent in
construction costs, roughly the equivalent of
more than $1 billion U.S. dollars.
Ben Franklin popularized the phrase, “a
penny saved is a penny earned.” When it comes
to spending taxpayer dollars on infrastructure,
the proverb has even greater meaning. Millions
saved means we can put America’s roads,
railways, airports and bridges reliably back
to work and help create many thousands of
meaningful jobs. ■
Editor’s note: This article is excerpted from one
that was originally published in The Hill. To see the
full article, please visit http://thehill.com/opinion/
technology/363166-to-address-americas-crumblinginfrastructure-follow-britains-lead.

Jim Lynch,
Vice President,
Autodesk
Construction
Products Group

Jim Lynch is a 30-year
veteran of the computeraided drafting industry.
He has served in a variety
of senior management
roles in the AEC
(architecture, engineering
and construction),
manufacturing and
electronic design
automation industries.

Jim Lynch, Vice President of Autodesk Construction Products Group, says using building
information modeling will allow the federal government to do far more with taxpayer
dollars by virtually building first in order to validate the approach and costs.

Many governments around the world have
or are in the process of creating requirements
for spending funds more responsibly with an
eye on long-term growth and modernization
of government-funded infrastructure. China,
Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom (U.K.),
France and others are in the lead on developing
BIM policies or standards and demonstrating
real value on behalf of their constituencies.
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FOCUS ON EXCAVATORS

EXTRA BENEFITS
Tier 4 Final technology brings more than
fuel efficiency to Komatsu excavators

W
Justin Lantin,
Komatsu Product
Manager,
Excavators

The PC210LC-11 features
additional horsepower
and increased operating
weight, compared to its
predecessor.

Whether your business loads trucks, digs
trenches, provides mass excavation or all
of the above, Komatsu has a Tier 4 Final
construction-size excavator equipped to
get the job done. Komatsu designed the
excavators to do more than meet the stringent
emissions standards that come with Tier 4
Final regulations.

“They maintain, or improve, the production
of their predecessors, while being more
fuel-efficient,” said Justin Lantin, Komatsu
Product Manager, Excavators. “As an added
bonus, with new Komatsu technology and
innovation, in some cases you can do the
same work with a Dash-11 excavator that’s
a size-class-smaller than the one you are
replacing. For example, a customer who
owns an older PC400, which we no longer
manufacture, may be able to get as much or

more production with a new PC390LC-11. In
that case, they wouldn’t need to go to the next
size class to replace it. We would work with
them to find the right fit.”

Performance and production
Production is the name of the game when
it comes to excavators. Each Komatsu
Tier 4 Final machine features a Closed-Center
Load Sensing Hydraulic System that provides
quick response and smooth operation to
maximize productivity. An electronic-control
system optimally controls the engine
and hydraulic system according to the
operating conditions.
Operators can match the machine to the
work at hand by selecting the proper working
mode, each of which matches the engine
speed, pump delivery and system pressure
to the application for maximum efficiency.
Six modes are available, including Power,
Economy, Lifting, Breaker, Attachment Power
and Attachment Economy.
“Today’s market requires excavators to be
more than digging machines. For example,
customers want hydraulic packages to run
multiple attachments,” said Lantin. “Our
Dash-11 excavators have standard electrical
connectors that allow users to easily add
proportional joysticks, either at the factory or
as a kit that doesn’t require extensive wiring.
Operators can control attachments with a
thumb button on the joysticks.”
The PC360LC-11 and PC390LC-11 feature
an enhanced Power mode that provides
improved performance in demanding
applications. In standard Power mode, the
new logic provides up to a 12 percent increase
in production, compared to Dash-10 models.
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Quick Specs on Komatsu’s Dash-11 Excavators
Model

Net Horsepower

Operating Weight

Bucket Capacity

PC138USLC-11

97.2 hp

34,563-37,547 lb

0.34-1.00 cu yd

PC238USLC-11

165 hp

54,230-55,660 lb

0.66-1.57 cu yd

PC170LC-11

121 hp

38,720-43,115 lb

0.48-1.24 cu yd		

PC210LC-11

165 hp

51,397-53,882 lb

0.66-1.57 cu yd

PC240LC-11

177 hp

55,763-56,360 lb

0.76-1.85 cu yd

PC290LC-11

196 hp

70,702-72,091 lb

0.76-2.13 cu yd

PC360LC-11

257 hp

78,645-80,547 lb

0.89-2.56 cu yd

PC390LC-11

257 hp

87,867-90,441 lb

0.89-2.91 cu yd

PC490LC-11

359 hp

105,670-110,220 lb

1.47-4.15 cu yd

“The enhanced Power mode combines flow
from both pumps and provides greater available
torque to the hydraulic pumps when digging,”
said Lantin. “That creates better cycle times and
digging performance and lowers per-ton costs.”

Durability, stability
All Komatsu excavators are built to last.
Komatsu uses one-piece steel castings in
the booms and arms, providing increased
durability to the front work equipment.
The loads are spread out through the use of
castings, minimizing high-stress areas. Larger
machines used for heavier workloads have
unique characteristics that further improve
their durability and stability. The PC290LC-11
has a longer arm and boom for extended reach
and a heavy-duty undercarriage for stability
and long life.
“The PC240LC-11 is a great machine that fits a
lot of contractors. The next-size-larger PC290 is a
PC240 on steroids,” said Lantin. “It has a larger
counterweight, and a larger and longer boom,
as well as bigger arm and bucket cylinders. The
PC290 also has improved lifting and digging
performance. The productivity is fantastic.”
The PC360LC-11, PC390LC-11 and
PC490LC-11 feature a heavy-duty design. For
instance, the PC390LC-11 has a more robust
undercarriage that uses larger-size-class

Komatsu’s standard Dash-11 excavator lineup features
nine models, ranging in size from the tight-tail-swing
97.2-horsepower PC138USLC-11 to the 359-horsepower
PC490LC-11. Each provides excellent production,
stability, durability and power along with features that
make them more efficient and offer lower owning and
operating costs, compared to their predecessors.

components. The bigger undercarriage has a
6 percent wider track gauge and offers up to
18 percent greater over-the-side lift capacity
than the PC360LC-11.
“The PC360LC-11 is a good fit, right in between
a utility-size machine and bigger excavators,”
said Lantin. “It’s great for pipeline and general
construction, site development and trenching.
When a company needs extra lift capacity,
that’s where the PC390LC-11 comes in, and the
PC490LC-11 is great for moving mass quantities
of material in short order.”

New standards

Komatsu added standard features to the
Dash-11 excavators to increase operator
comfort, efficiency and monitoring. Enhanced
work environments in the ROPS-certified
cab meet Level 1 Operator Protective Guard
requirements. Features include a high-back,
heated, air-suspension seat with adjustable arm
rests; a large, LCD color-monitor panel with a
7-inch, high-resolution screen; Eco-Guidance
that offers tips for lowering fuel consumption;
and enhanced attachment control. In addition,
an Equipment Management Monitoring
System continuously checks the machine
operation and vital systems to identify issues
and assist with troubleshooting.
Continued . . .
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Dash-11 excavators armed with latest technology
. . . continued

Komatsu carried over the standard
rearview camera from its Dash-10 models and
improved operator usage. The monitor now
has a combination screen that shows a view
from the camera, and it sits alongside all the
main gauges.
“That gives operators greater situational
awareness and helps improve productivity,”
according to Lantin. “They don’t have to
pause operation and push a button to get the
camera view.”
All Tier 4 Final excavators have Komatsu
Auto Idle Shutdown that helps reduce
unnecessary idle time and operating costs.
They also include a standard Operator
Identification System, which reports key
machine information for multiple operators,
applications and job locations.
The PC390LC-11 has a
robust undercarriage
that uses larger-size-class
components. The bigger
undercarriage has a
6 percent wider track
gauge and offers up
to 18 percent greater
over-the-side lift capacity
than the PC360LC-11.
“When a company needs
extra lift capacity, that’s
where the PC390LC-11
comes in,” said Justin
Lantin, Komatsu Product
Manager, Excavators.

“Operators are only limited by their
imaginations when it comes to using the
system,” Lantin pointed out. “They can
get data for a particular project, do bucketversus-hammer or other attachment analyses
and a whole lot more. It allows them to set very
specific benchmarks.”
All Dash-11 excavators feature the latest version
of KOMTRAX monitoring technology, which is
available via the Internet or through a mobile app
on a smart phone or tablet. Data now includes

diesel exhaust fluid (DEF) levels, ambient air
temperatures and pressures, as well as standard
items, such as locations, hours and codes.
“Every manufacturer is required to use DEF
in Tier 4 Final equipment, but we stand out in a
couple of ways,” said Lantin. “I believe Komatsu
is the only manufacturer that puts a site gauge
on the tank, which allows users to quickly
check the DEF level without getting in and
turning on the machine to read the gauge. More
significantly, we separated the DEF pump from
the tank, placing the pump in a more accessible
location. If the pump needs a new filter, it’s
done in minutes, whereas other manufacturers
combine the pump and tank, requiring a lengthy
process to simply change a pump filter.
“Another standout feature is that Komatsu’s
design gives operators some peace of mind
when it comes to DEF level and working on
slope,” he added. “Even if the gauge reads
empty, there is actually enough reserve margin
in the tank. The DEF pick-up will remain
submerged up to the slope limit of 70 percent.
Overall, we’re seeing that DEF usage is
running close to where we expected it to be – at
about two gallons for every 100 gallons of fuel,
if not a little lower. Komatsu has also designed
DEF tank capacity to run through two full
tanks of fuel before requiring DEF.”
When Komatsu rolled out its Tier 4 Interim
machines, it also introduced Komatsu CARE,
which provides complimentary scheduled
service for the first three years or 2,000 hours.
Factory-trained technicians perform all work at
a convenient time and location and conduct a
50-point inspection at the same time. Komatsu
distributors track the machines through
KOMTRAX, contact the owner when a service
is due and schedule the work.
“Komatsu CARE also covers two Komatsu
Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) exchanges
in the first five years,” Lantin noted. “Most
manufacturers charge for changing the DPF. That
is complimentary with Komatsu and done with
minimal downtime because the service tech puts
in a fresh filter, versus waiting for the old filter to
be cleaned and reinstalled. Komatsu CARE is a
great program that provides world-class support
to world-class machines.” n
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“BETTER PRODUCTS AND
PROGRAMS KEEP ME GOING.”
ERIC MERHIY, OWNER, KPH INC., FARGO, ND

IMPROVING THE JOB SITE
“We use Komatsu CARE and the program is set up on all of our dozers and excavators. Our local dealer
services us by producing reports and analysis that our in-house techs review. For us, it’s just one more
benefit that gives us one step that we can outsource for our company, allowing us to keep our techs
working on other projects and let the dealer handle our Komatsu CARE needs. It’s a time/value savings
of money and production—being able to keep machines up and running when you need them. For my
business, what Komatsu does for us is worth a lot!”

komatsuamerica.com
© 2017 Komatsu America Corp. All Rights Reserved

That’s why I am Komatsu
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TO GRADE
AutomAted to mAKe the PRoduCtion You need

Want to make your next machine acquisition really count? Komatsu’s lineup of automated excavators,
including the all-new PC360LCi-11 and PC490LCi-11, feature a revolutionary, factory integrated, machine
control system. The exclusive intelligent Machine Control technology lets operators focus on moving
materials efficiently, without worrying about digging too deep or damaging the target surface.
Contact your Komatsu distributor to learn how you can hit pay dirt today with Komatsu innovation.

komatsuamerica.com
Copyright ©2017 Komatsu America Corp. All Rights Reserved
Photograph may show optional equipment.
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FIELD NOTES

Discover more at
GeneralDownToEarth.com

INTELLIGENT DOZING
Experienced earthmoving contractor boosts
efficiency with Komatsu D51EXi dozer

C

Cody Weaver started moving dirt at the age
of 12 and hasn’t stopped. Throughout the years,
the Owner of CW Construction learned how to
do it as efficiently and competitively as possible
by maximizing production time. Approximately
a year ago, he upped the ante further with the
addition of a Komatsu D51EXi intelligent Machine
Control dozer.

lowers to grade in a typical dozing pass. If the
load increases to maximum capacity, the blade
automatically raises to minimize track slip,
ensuring productive dozing. This allows the
dozer to achieve up to 8 percent greater efficiency
in moving materials, based on start-to-finish
grade testing against typical aftermarket
machine-control systems.

Weaver uses it to prep subgrade for roadways,
level pads, cut and move massive amounts of
dirt, as well as place sub-base materials, among
other tasks. The dozer features factory-integrated
machine control that requires no masts or cables
like traditional aftermarket GPS grading systems.

Four modes

“I love that it provides automatic dozing from
rough cut to finish grade, and that the system
is integrated into the machine,” said Weaver.
“The accuracy is impressive. It eliminates
overcutting and the need to replace materials
with expensive fill.”
Once engaged, Komatsu’s intelligent Machine
Control system automatically starts the cut and

Operators can select from four distinct
operating modes (Cut and Cutting, Spreading
and Simple Grading) to optimize performance to
the application. They can also tailor blade loads
to material conditions by choosing from light,
normal or heavy blade-load settings.

Cody Weaver,
Owner,
CW Construction

“It virtually eliminates the need for staking
and grade checkers,” Weaver stated. “You can
just plug in the plans, set the machine and
it does the work, making even the newest
operators look like they have been running a
dozer for years. Our time, material and labor
savings are remarkable.” ■

s

VIDEO

CW Construction’s intelligent
Machine Control D51EXi
dozer cuts, grades and
pushes material. “I love that
it provides automatic dozing
from rough cut to finish
grade, and that the system is
integrated into the machine,
so there are no masts or
cables to install or remove,”
said Owner Cody Weaver.
“The accuracy is impressive.
Our time, material and labor
savings are remarkable.”
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“THEIR FINANCE PROGRAM ROCKS!”
LANCE LANNOM, RACHELLE REIGARD & EDUARDO MORALES / GRADE A CONSTRUCTION / LEBANON, TN

COMPETITIVE AND FLEXIBLE
“Komatsu has been a great partner for us. They’ve been with us through the years, even
when we started small and not many other places wanted to talk to us. They believed in
us and helped us grow. From a custom financing plan to tech like KOMTRAX, to
customer service and Komatsu CARE, and, of course, reliable products—they offer
everything to help our bottom line grow.” Rachelle Reigard, President

komatsuamerica.com
© 2017 Komatsu America Corp. All Rights Reserved

That’s why I am Komatsu
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SPECIAL EVENT

Discover more at
GeneralDowntoEarth.com

JUMP RIGHT IN
Demo Days gives customers opportunity
to operate latest equipment

M

More than 300 customers and industry
professionals attended Komatsu’s most recent
Demo Days event at its Cartersville Customer
Center in Cartersville, Ga. Attendees were
treated to an abundance of sunshine and
warm temperatures as they enjoyed the latest
Komatsu has to offer.
“It was a great event to showcase our
machines, technology and employees to a large
group of customers,” explained Director of
Training and Publications Bill Chimley. “Demo
Days is the perfect opportunity for customers
because they can come here and operate the
newest machines, and our staff members can
answer any questions they have.”
The entire lineup of Komatsu intelligent
Machine Control dozers and excavators – the

industry’s first machines with integrated GPS
and machine control technology – were available
for attendees to operate. In total, nearly 30 pieces
of equipment were on-hand for demonstration,
including a remote-control D155AXi intelligent
Machine Control dozer and a Hybrid HB365LC
excavator in addition to haul trucks, dozers,
excavators and wheel loaders.
“The intelligent Machine Control pieces
are always a big hit at Demo Days,” noted
Chimley. “Customers get the chance to jump
in an integrated dozer or excavator and
see exactly what the technology can offer.
Plus, they can operate it in a safe, controlled
environment with an expert right there to
provide proper training. There is a lot of
interest in the technology, and Demo Days is a
great opportunity to test it out.”

Bill Chimley,
Director of Training
and Publications

Continued . . .

Komatsu’s recent Demo Days event in Cartersville, Ga., featured nearly 30 pieces of equipment – including excavators, dozers, wheel loaders, haul
trucks and a motor grader – available for customers to operate.

s

VIDEO
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Great time to demo new technology
. . . continued

Manufacturing operation tour
Customers had two options for the morning.
They could attend information sessions at
the Cartersville Customer Center focused on
Komatsu technology or tour the Chattanooga
Manufacturing Operation (CMO) facility
in Tennessee to see how the machines are
made. The two groups then came together for
lunch and a safety briefing before operating
machines in the afternoon.
“We want everyone who attends Demo
Days to get all the information they need,

and the morning sessions are a great way to do
that,” said Chimley. “Our product managers
and technology solutions experts lead sessions
on emerging technology and also host
question-and-answer sessions.
“The CMO tour is a neat experience as well,”
he added. “Seeing the machines being assembled
and then operating them that afternoon gives
customers a chance to really get a feel for our
equipment – from fabrication to operation.
Sometimes we’ll have customers on tour when
their machines are being assembled, and we
let them sign the frame or do something to
personalize it. This year, we had a customer whose
excavator was just assembled, and he took a photo
with it.”
The Cartersville Customer Center also
featured Komatsu’s operator-training simulator,
Worksite VR. The simulator uses a computer
program in conjunction with a virtual-reality
headset, an operator’s chair, pedals and joysticks
to recreate excavator operations at a jobsite. The
simulator was available for attendees to test out
throughout the day.

Attendees had the opportunity to operate Komatsu’s full family of intelligent Machine
Control dozers at Demo Days.

“Demo Days provides an opportunity to
operate several machines and get a great deal
of information in a short time,” noted Chimley.
“Customers who are interested in attending
Demo Days should contact their distributor to set
up a visit.” ■

More than 300 customers, distributors and equipment representatives attended the latest Demo Days at Komatsu’s Cartersville Customer Center.
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“THE TECH MAKES ME FASTER.”
JEROME HAYCRAFT / ASPLIN INC. / FARGO, ND

iNTELLIGENT MACHINE CONTROL
“We have a Komatsu PC210LCi, and it’s been better than I even expected. The speed and
time you save just having your line work and not having to worry about over excavating—
that’s huge. I hated those bigger commercial jobs where you’d have hundreds of
stakes marking all your corners, offsets and gridlines. And to not have a need for any
of that, especially if it’s an export site or it doesn’t even really have to be, just room
for your spoil piles. Keeping track of corners—major time saver! I’d say, with
iMC, I’m about a third faster getting the job done.”

That’s why I am Komatsu

komatsuamerica.com

© 2017 Komatsu America Corp. All Rights Reserved
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KOMATSU & YOU

ALL ABOUT QUALITY
General Manager Walt Nichols says Komatsu’s CMO
builds products to stringent standards

Q

QUESTION: What products are produced
at the Chattanooga Manufacturing
Operation (CMO)?
ANSWER: From a construction standpoint, our
focus is standard hydraulic excavators from the
21-ton PC210LC-11 to the 49-ton PC490LC-11, as
well as intelligent Machine Control PC360LCi-11
and PC490LCi-11 models. We mainly supply
the North American market. In addition, CMO
produces forestry excavators, tracked harvesters
and tracked feller bunchers. This is the only
Komatsu plant in the world that builds those
forestry-tracked machines. Nearly everything
we manufacture is Tier 4 Final. CMO is the
only plant in North America that cleans diesel
particulate filters from Tier 4 Final machines.
QUESTION: Why is it a good choice to buy a
machine built at CMO?
ANSWER: It’s all about quality. Komatsu
has stringent standards, from the fabrication
and welding of frames to genuine Komatsu
parts and components. Outside vendors who
supply certain items have to meet Komatsu’s
engineering standards, or we don’t use them.
Our team of more than 400 people takes great
pride in assembling what we all believe are the
best machines in the construction and forestry
industries. Many staff members have been here
20 years or more. Each is dedicated to ensuring
that every piece of equipment is built correctly,
tested and ready to move dirt or timber
productively and efficiently.
QUESTION: How do you determine how
many machines to build?
ANSWER: There are several factors that come
into play. Markets are one of them. We also

This is one of a series of articles
based on interviews with key
people at Komatsu discussing
the company’s commitment to
its customers in the construction
and mining industries – and
their visions for the future.

Walt Nichols,
General Manager, Chattanooga
Manufacturing Operation

Approximately 12 years ago, Walt Nichols and his wife, Kelly,
were looking to make a change. The couple was living in the
Atlanta area with their young daughter. However, both were
natives of Chattanooga, Tenn., and still had family there, so they
wanted to move back.
They relocated to Chattanooga, and Nichols landed a job with
Komatsu in the Supply Chain Division. “Growing up, I actually
lived close to Komatsu’s Chattanooga Manufacturing Operation. I
drove past it nearly every day.
“My background was in operations and management with
one of the major delivery companies. I didn’t know much about
manufacturing, but I learned quickly and was hooked,” he said.
Within a year he was managing the Import Department,
procuring machines from all over the world. A move into
the role of Production, Planning and Control Manager for
the plant followed.
From there, he became Director of Manufacturing
Administration, a position he held for the past seven years before
becoming General Manager in October 2017. Nichols is now
responsible for overseeing every department within the plant,
including quality, safety, production, material management
and more. “Each successive role was good preparation for
this position,” said Nichols. “I really enjoy it here. We have a
dedicated staff with many years of experience who take great
pride in building Komatsu equipment.”

Continued . . .
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Long-tenured staff takes pride in craftsmanship
. . . continued

The 21-ton PC210LC-11 is the smallest excavator that Komatsu’s Chattanooga
Manufacturing Operation produces. The largest is the 49-ton PC490LC-11.

work closely with distributors and customers
to ensure we are meeting their needs. There are
other Komatsu factories around the world that
build the same machines, and we coordinate
with them. For instance, if they can’t meet their
current demand for some reason, CMO may
ramp up to help and vice versa. As an example,
when a tsunami hit Japan a few years ago, it
devastated many areas of the country. Our
Japanese excavator plant was occupied building
machines to assist with the cleanup. That
caused a spike in our production because, for a
time, we had to build all the machines to supply
North America.
QUESTION: Do you manufacture
custom-order machines?
ANSWER: From a planning standpoint
we keep ourselves flexible enough to be
able to accommodate those requests. Our
commitment on an order is eight days from
when it’s submitted to the time we have it on a
truck ready to ship. In most instances, we beat
that. Some super-specialty items might take a
little longer.
QUESTION: Speaking of customers, do you
encourage them to visit CMO?

Four sizes of forestry-tracked harvesters and tracked feller bunchers are built at the
Chattanooga Manufacturing Operation, including the XT460L-3.

Komatsu’s Chattanooga
Manufacturing Operation builds
standard excavators ranging from the
PC210LC-11 to the PC490LC-11, as
well as intelligent Machine Control
PC360LCi-11 and PC490LCi-11 models.
Additionally, it produces log loaders
as well as tracked harvesters and feller
bunchers for the forestry industry.
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ANSWER: Absolutely, and the public as well!
We have a lot of visitors come through every
year. We want them to see how Komatsu
machines are manufactured and the quality
that’s built in. ■

Performance
matters.

Kodiak® Cone Crushers
When performance matters, our industry-leading Kodiak® cone crushers offer up to 50%
reduced operating costs through precision roller bearing design. They are ideal when
uptime and product quality are critical to your operation. Kodiak® cone crushers are
available in models from 200 to 500hp.

Crushing and Screening available through General Equipment & Supplies, Inc.

JOHNSON CRUSHERS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

an Astec Industries Company

86470 FRANKLIN BOULEVARD • EUGENE, OR 97405 USA • 888.474.0115 • FAX 541.988.9401 • kpijci.com

PRODUCTION POINTERS

A SOURCE FOR SOLUTIONS
Komatsu’s Business Solutions Group offers customers
bottom-line ideas to improve their operations

M

Making good business decisions is
essential to the success of any business. That
is particularly true with those relative to
matching the right machines to the jobs done
by construction equipment.

Ken Calvert,
Director, Business
Solutions Group

Matt Beinlich,
Deputy Director,
Business Solutions
Group

To help answer the real-world questions
involved in finalizing those choices, Komatsu
created the Business Solutions Group two
years ago. Since then, the group has studied,
considered alternatives and provided
recommendations to support customers as
well as Komatsu distributors and corporate
personnel. Now, the group is seeking more
customer questions to ponder.
“Our goal is to offer bottom-line tactics
that improve production and efficiency,” said
Director Ken Calvert, emphasizing there is no
charge for this service. “We assist all types of
companies, large or small. For example, we
might work with customers to determine if

Komatsu’s Business Solutions Group offers several services and has identified six
common cases. “Our goal is to provide bottom-line tactics that improve production and
efficiency,” said Director Ken Calvert.

they have the right size machines for loading
trucks in a quarry application or talk about
fleet optimization.”
Deputy Director Matt Beinlich shared that
the group has developed a list of “common
cases” it has tackled for customers. Helping
provide solutions to these typical concerns
gives the Business Solutions Group examples
to draw from when helping customers with
similar questions.
“We have identified and labeled six common
cases, including what we call Goldilocks,” said
Beinlich. “That category focuses on customers
who are looking for just the right size machine;
one that’s not too big or too small. Another
is Sweet Spot, which answers the question
of ‘When am I putting more money into my
machine than it’s worth?’ ”

Putting experience to work
Additional common cases and the questions
they address include: Bottlenecks – Are my
loaders waiting on trucks or vice versa?
Chicken or the egg – Are my operators or
the application harder on the machines?
Compatibility – What’s the most efficient
match between my loading and hauling
equipment? What ifs – I wonder what would
happen if…?
“Each customer is unique, but they may
face a challenge or scenario similar to another,
and our experience can help in making
recommendations,” said Calvert. “The
Business Solutions Group is committed to
helping companies improve their operations
and bottom lines. We encourage customers
to get in touch with their distributors, who,
in turn, can contact us to set up times to meet
and discuss their challenges.” ■
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TRAINING TALK

Discover more at
GeneralDowntoEarth.com

ALL-AROUND SERVICE
Komatsu Service Institute provides valuable
education for distributor personnel

M

“Our goal is both professional and technical
skills development,” noted Manager of
Business Development Brian Wysocki.
“Originally, KSI was designed for our
distributors’ service managers, but it has
grown to include branch managers, general
managers, vice presidents and warranty
administrators. It has become a valuable
experience to attain specialized skills that they
can take back with them to their branches, and
it helps advance their careers.”
The a la carte offerings range from technical
classes focused on Tier 4 and intelligent
Machine Control equipment, to leadership
courses geared toward identifying personality
styles and developing customer service skills.

interpersonal-type training sessions. These
classes have been attendee favorites each year.”

Scenario-based course
Another popular class is KSI’s two-day War
Games simulation focused on financial-skill
development and operations management.
“It’s a scenario-based game with teams of
four people managing a distributor branch
over a two-year simulation,” stated Wysocki.
“They work together to make financial
decisions and navigate issues that a distributor
might encounter, like economic trends and
employee morale. It’s very helpful for those
employees who aspire to move into or
advance in their managerial roles.”
The event also provided attendees the
opportunity to operate machinery and earn a
certification as an Expert of Customer Support.
“Attendees look forward to KSI each year,”
shared Wysocki. “We ensure that the courses
remain relevant to our industry, so that it’s a
valuable asset for our distributors.” ■

s

More than 130 employees from 26 Komatsu
North American distributors attended
the Komatsu Service Institute (KSI) at the
Cartersville Customer Center in Georgia
last fall. The week-long conference, which
Komatsu has hosted annually for the last four
years, enabled attendees to gain valuable
leadership, organizational and interpersonal
skills in addition to information on Komatsu
equipment and technology.

VIDEO

Brian Wysocki,
Manager of Business
Development

Komatsu Instructor/
Developer Kevin Dunphy
explains the finer details
of the Komatsu intelligent
Machine Control D155AXi
dozer during a Komatsu
Service Institute session at
the Cartersville Customer
Center in Cartersville, Ga.

“There is no defined course schedule, some
people come for a day and some for the week,
depending on their needs,” said Wysocki. “We
designed the classes to be a mix of lecture and
hands-on training, especially with the Tier 4
and intelligent Machine Control topics.
“The leadership courses were developed
because there was a demand for them among
our distributors,” he added. “Most of our
service managers have advanced their careers
through technician training and similar courses,
but they have never had exposure to these
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WEIGHING SYSTEMS FOR LOADER, EXCAVATOR & ADT
New!

Count on the new VEI Helper XE
excavator scale to prevent
overload and manage production

With the VEI Helper X loader
scale, it’s easy to monitor your
operations and drive down haul
costs and improve productivity

New!

The VEI Millennium 5 specially
designed for ADT controls
accurately every load moved in
order to reduce truck wear

Camera & radar systems
for heavy equipment
Make your operators feel in
control of the machine's
environment with an Orlaco
camera and radar system.
RadarEye sets detect stationary
and moving objects.

100% waterproof
Heated lens
Shock & vibration proof

CALL GENERAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES TODAY

Fargo, ND
Phone:
800-437-2924
www.genequip.com
www.genequip.com

Bismarck, ND
Fargo, ND
Minot, ND
800-279-4437
800-437-2924
Minot, ND
Bismarck, ND Williston, ND800-825-0479
Shakopee, MN
Phone:
Phone:
Phone:
Phone:
Williston,
ND
Sioux 701-572-0570
Falls, SD
Shakopee,
MN
800-825-0479
800-279-4437
800-966-1455
701-572-0570
605-336-9000
800-966-1455

Sioux Falls, SD
Phone:
605-336-9000

INDUSTRY NEWS

TAXES, TOLLS
Most Americans want better roads,
and they are willing to pay for them

T

Two recent surveys showed that a majority
of Americans support higher taxes and/
or increased tolling to fund transportation
infrastructure. In one study from HNTB
Corporation, more than 75 percent of
respondents said they back paying more
at the pump or the tollbooth, especially if
the money is earmarked specifically for
road projects.
Fifty-five percent supported a gas tax
increase in a Bloomberg national poll. It noted
that the idea has bipartisan support with
51 percent of Republicans saying yes as well
as 64 percent of Democrats.

according to HNTB’s research, which also
showed that 80 percent of respondents are
behind increased tolling. Avoiding congestion
and saving time were major reasons why,
with respondents saying they would pay on
average $1.70 to use an express lane if that
saved 15 to 30 minutes of travel time.
“People are willing to pay higher taxes
and tolls, if they know that the money was
going to pay for transportation,” said Kevin
Hoeflich, Chairman of Toll Services at HNTB
in a recent Reuters article. “They’ve seen…
funding get diverted to other areas and not
where they expected.” ■

“People are fed up,” stated former
U.S. Transportation Secretary and gas tax
supporter Ray LaHood, in a Bloomberg
article. “They’re ready for politicians to
take action.”
Several states have recently raised their gas
taxes – many by public vote – but the federal
levy has remained at 18.4 cents per gallon
since 1993. The federal tax is the primary
source of revenue for the Highway Trust
Fund (HTF).

Shoring up the shortfall
Factors such as inflation and more
economical cars have led to a shortfall in
funds needed to repair roads and bridges.
Congress has transferred money from other
areas of the federal budget to fill the gap.
The Congressional Budget Office says the
HTF will be insolvent by 2021 without
additional funding.
Seventy-three percent of those surveyed
are in favor of public-private partnerships,

Recent polls show most Americans are willing to pay more at the pump, or in tolling, if
it means better roads and bridges. “People are fed up,” stated former U.S. Transportation
Secretary Ray LaHood in a Bloomberg article. “They’re ready for politicians to take action.”
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Most firms still struggling to find skilled workers

T

The latest figures from the Associated
General Contractors showed that nearly
70 percent of construction firms in the
United States experienced challenges in
finding qualified craft workers. Released
in August 2017, it was roughly the same

number as AGC’s 2016 report, but down
from 2015’s figure of 86 percent.
Roughly half of the companies surveyed
said they increased base pay for craft
workers. Nearly a fourth are providing
incentives and bonuses to attract workers. ■

Consumer confidence continues to climb

C

Consumer confidence recently rose to its
highest level in almost 17 years as Americans
feel good about the economy and job market,
according to figures from the New York-based
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Conference Board. The Confidence Index
reached 125.9, its highest in 17 years. The
Board’s Consumer Expectations Gauge also hit
109.1 in October, a seven-month high. ■

Go Build campaign aims to change perceptions,
gain new recruits

A

A new website was launched recently by
Go Build and is aimed at changing perceptions
of construction and gaining new recruits to an
industry that continues to experience a worker
shortage. According to the site, “Go Build is
a comprehensive workforce development
initiative that seeks to enhance the image of the
construction industry and inform young people,
parents and educators about opportunities in the
skilled trades – because a four-year degree isn’t
the only way to make a living.”
The website is only one component of the
industry-driven, image-building Go Build
program, which hopes to rebrand and

promote the entire construction industry via
a multiplatform public relations campaign,
according to an Engineering News Record
article by Jim Parsons. He says it will
maximize the use of video-enhanced social
media, a lively and information-packed
website, ads, grassroots outreach and other
carefully crafted elements.
“We created our own playbook – an
aggressive, comprehensive and sustained
effort with a look and feel that engages young
people and inspires them to explore careers
in the construction trades,” said Executive
Director Ryan Dwyer in the article. ■

Most construction contractors report not using
emerging safety technology

M

More than 60 percent of contractors are
not utilizing emerging safety technology,
according to a new study and report by
CPWR-The Center for Construction Research
and Training and Dodge Data & Analytics. The
study also found that as technologies become
more proven, awareness grows and prices start
to decrease, more will employ them.
At 21 percent, drones were the most used new
tech. Seventy percent of the companies using
them said drones improve safety, according

to the data. “Drones are used for a variety of
purposes onsite, but the most common at this
point is to do reality capture with cameras
mounted on them,” the report said.
Wearables such as smart helmets were
used by 13 percent of contractors. Fourteen
percent used laser scanners. A large percentage
(85 percent) of companies relied on slightly
older technology such as smartphones
and tablets, with about half of firms using
project-management apps and software. ■

Komatsu recognized for environmental efforts

K

Komatsu Ltd., has been awarded a position
on this year’s A List for climate and water
by CDP, the non-profit global environmental
disclosure platform. The A List is awarded to
companies that are international leaders in
managing climate change and water security.

Komatsu has conventionally positioned
environmental activities as one of its top
management priorities. In April 2016, it
defined Environment, Social and Governance
Management as one of its focused efforts and
implemented aggressive actions in this area. ■
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SIDE TRACKS

Scan to reveal
answers

Can you spot what is different?
At first glance, it may seem like the photos are identical. In reality, there are 10 differences between these two pictures. How
many can you find? Test your power of observation and then scan the QR code at the top to check your answers.
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LOCAL SERVICES:
AUTHORIZED DEALER &
CERTIFIED FINISHING FACILITY

More than having top products,
local services include:
> Screening Performance Assessments
> Screen Maintenance Seminars
> On-site technical assistance
> Inventory near you

CONTACT INFORMATION
& LOCATIONS:

1-800-437-2924
www.genequip.com
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